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Product Application Overview

In response to increased security concerns and government mandates, public and private
organizations are issuing smart cards with the goal of accurately identifying individuals, and their
associated privileges, at multiple locations and across multiple systems.
As these deployments grow, the natural desire is to establish a system that meets government
requirements, scales to any size, and allows one organization to check and trust credentials issued
by other organizations. In the past such a system was unavailable, leading to critical delays during
both natural disasters and homeland security incidents.
CoreStreet’s PIVMAN System solves these problems, allowing various governmental agencies,
private sector entities, even entire countries to accurately check one another’s identity credentials.

PIVMAN for credential checking

PIVMAN for privilege checking

Many locations, such as military bases and checkpoints,
have historically relied on some form of visual ID
inspection, coupled with extensive physical lists of
revoked individuals, to either grant or deny access.
Unfortunately, such methods lack strong authentication
and are therefore susceptible to insecurities associated
with lost, stolen, or fake IDs. Also, traditional methods
have typically had diﬃculty authenticating individuals
and credentials issued by other organizations.

Granting access is a multi-step process, including
authentication of cardholders and conﬁrmation
of individual access privileges. When dealing with
locations beyond a facility’s physical access control
system, or scenarios with moving boundaries, such as
natural disasters, accurate authentication and privilege
checking has proven diﬃcult, or entirely impossible.

Solution

CoreStreet’s PIVMAN System performs strong
authentication and privilege checking anywhere, even
without a network connection for a nearly unlimited
number of people. Depending on the deployment, the
PIVMAN System receives privilege information from
existing databases and associates these privileges with
cardholders, thereby allowing PIVMAN Handhelds to
display access privileges once the authentication step is
complete.

CoreStreet’s PIVMAN System makes any perimeter
or access point FIPS 201-compliant, allowing strong
authentication of individuals without requiring a
network connection.
Use case: Military base entrance
• A military oﬃcer arrives at the entry to a base
• The entry guard requests the oﬃcer’s US Department
of Defense Common Access Card (CAC)
• The CAC is inserted into the PIVMAN Handheld
• The oﬃcer enters his/her PIN
• The PIVMAN Handheld displays the credential status
as GOOD or REVOKED
• The guard allows or denies access based on the
information
Application examples:
• Military base secure area entry
• Border control
• Port security
• Visitor entry
• Leased facility access
• Special events

Solution

Use case: Responding to a natural disaster
• A guard stationed at the entrance to a cordoned area
requests the FIPS 201 credential of an approaching
emergency responder
• The card is inserted into the Handheld and the
emergency responder enters his/her PIN
• The PIVMAN Handheld displays the credential status
as GOOD and shows the associated privilege, such as
“ESF-9: Search and Rescue”
• Using this information, the guard permits access
Application examples:
• Secure locations
• Port security
• Emergency response scenarios
• Border control

The PIVMAN™ System

How it works
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» The IPL Publisher generates a compressed,
digitally signed Identity and Privilege List
(IPL) that is sent to PIVMAN devices over
public networks.
» PIVMAN devices are dynamically updated
whenever a wired, or wireless, network
connection is available.
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» Multiple independent databases send
identity and privilege information to the IPL
Publisher.

`

PIVMAN devices require no network connectivity in order to perform secure
ID and privilege checking.

» Every device stores the most recent IPL,
which it uses for immediate credential
validation.
» By storing the IPL locally, no network
connection is required at the time of
validation.
» When synchronized, administrators use the
PIV Management Station to review events
logs and device information.

Secure data

PIVMAN for spot checking

PIVMAN for activity logging

As events have shown, there is a great need to check
credentials within established perimeters. Although
most individuals inside the perimeter are there
legitimately, some are not. The ability to reliably check
any credential in a mobile environment, even without
network connectivity, is critical.

Emergencies can occur anywhere at anytime. For
administrators, knowing precisely which individuals
responded to an event is critical. Unfortunately, such
precision is currently unavailable to many responder
organizations.

Solution
CoreStreet’s PIVMAN Handheld is rugged and portable,
and requires no network connectivity to check IDs. This
means that the device can be taken anywhere and used
to check any FIPS 201-compliant credential at anytime.
Use case: Security guard on patrol
• A security guard patrolling a facility at night notices a
person walking the grounds
• The guard requests the individual’s smart card and
inserts it into the PIVMAN Handheld
• The individual enters his/her PIN
• The PIVMAN Handheld displays the credential status
and associated privileges
• Based on the information, the guard decides to escort
the individual oﬀ the property
• The logs from the device are then used to ﬁle a
comprehensive report
Application examples:
• Guard patrol
• Airport security
• Secure facilities management

Solution
The CoreStreet PIVMAN System reads any FIPS 201compliant card and generates logs of all activity. The
CoreStreet PIV Management Station is designed to
collect all activity data from any number of deployed
PIVMAN Handhelds. The data can then be used to
create comprehensive reports.
Use case: Responding to a ﬁre
• Before entering the area, all ﬁreﬁghter IDs are scanned
using the PIVMAN Handheld
• Upon exiting the area, all ﬁreﬁghter IDs are scanned
again
• Once the Handhelds are returned to the ﬁre station,
they are cradled and the logs are uploaded to the PIV
Management Station
• The administrator then uses the logs to create afteraction reports
Application examples:
• After-action reports
• Emergency response
• Entry and exit audit trails
• Traﬃc ﬂow analysis
• Aid distribution

About CoreStreet
Governments and enterprises rely on CoreStreet products to improve security, speed, and
efﬁciency in critical day-to-day applications, including PKI-based IT security, secure ID and
privilege checking, and physical access control.
For more information, including detailed product and solution information and technical briefs,
see www.corestreet.com
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